This house is an expression of the philosophy of life that its owners are committed to lovers of ecology and nature. In Mazury, they created their own place where they love
to celebrate breakfast, to grow tomatoes and in the evening watch as the sun slowly
disappears into the lake. This unique floor interior features a Futu MICROTWO concrete
floor from the FutuBeton range. Investors have chosen this product because it is durable
and provides high performance, such as chemical and mechanical resistance to abrasion
and impact. The concrete floor will also be a good choice in interiors where underfloor
heating is planned. A fireplace which is located outside the building is also covered with
micro-cement.
www.futubeton.pl/en/concrete-floor-in-a-house-in-mazury/

Bottle-green returns in style as the most fashionable colour in the upcoming
seasons! Some people think that it is a shade that is difficult to tame, but we
prove that Emerald tones can be friendly. We chose a concrete mix of Futu
MICROONE coloured in a bottle-green shade for our white kitchen. The risk
was worth it, because dark green on the wall has made the arrangement
extremely impressive. This wall is also worth the structure of the concrete,
giving the bottle-green a beautiful depth.
www.futubeton.pl/en/bottle-green-in-the-kitchen/

An elegant navy-blue on a wall brings peace and love to your interior, bringing you a feeling of sleeping under the open sky. Blue
soothes and relaxes us, having a very positive effect on our body. A navy-blue bedroom is definitely a good idea, especially when
Futu MICROONE concrete is used on the wall.
www.futubeton.pl/en/emerald-bedroom/

The floor is the foundation of any home. It is particularly important in the case of designs
for rent. We expect it to be durable, waterproof, to look well presented for years and
also to harmonize with the design of the entire interior. So it's good to start with proven
solutions to avoid having to replace or renovate after each tenant. Investors have
chosen Futu MICROTWO from a wide range of micro-cement products.
www.futubeton.pl/en/rental-house/

The purpose of each display is to attract customer attention. This is particularly difficult
at a fair because there are many exhibitors with exactly the same purpose in a small
space, and even worse, they are very close to each other. The Zięta Design Studio
knows exactly what to do to ensure that the customer feels welcome! Oskar Zięta is
a man with a passion, and the exhibits he creates combine artistry and innovative
technology. Therefore, an effective product display requires a suitable background
and setting. Walls made of Futu MICROONE micro cement, painted white, have
performed their function perfectly.
www.futubeton.pl/en/fair-display/

FutuBeton micro-cement textures – use them in your visualization

www.futubeton.pl/en/textures/

FutuBeton is a brand of the Sicon company, a manufacturer of specialized materials for the manufacture, repair and
maintenance of industrial floors. FutuBeton products are floor systems and decorative surfaces based primarily on microcement and decorative aggregates. FutuBeton is a blend of premium technology and designer appearance. With these
materials, you can easily create a fashionable, industrial style or add a sophisticated touch to any interior. FutuBeton is
also an endless range of colours that give you a huge range of arrangement options. Decorative FutuBeton products make
it quick and easy to construct floors and walls in a home, office or café.
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